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( ) $k$ Ik.
$Alg_{k}$ $k$- $k$- $k$
$\otimes_{k}$ $\otimes$
1.1







$\Delta(a)=\sum a_{(1)}\otimes a_{(2)} (a\in A)$ .
$G:=Alg_{k}(A, -)$ $R$ $G(R)$ $*$-
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:




1.1.3 ([Wat, Chapter 1]).






“ ” $\mathbb{Z}_{2}$-graded” $(\mathbb{Z}_{2}=\{0,1\})$
$\mathbb{Z}_{2}$-graded $V=V_{0}\oplus$
$V_{0}$ (even part), $V_{1}$ (odd part) $v\in V$




: $(V\otimes W)_{i}=\oplus_{j+\ell=i}(V_{i}\oplus W\ell)$ , $(i=0,1)$ ;
unit object : $k=k\oplus 0$ ;
: $V\otimes Warrow W\otimes V;v\otimes w\mapsto(-1)^{|v||w|}w\otimes v.$




) $A(=A_{0}\oplus A_{1})$ $A_{0}$
$(A_{1}\otimes A_{1}arrow A_{0})$ $A_{0}$
1.2.2. ( $=\mathbb{Z}_{2}$-graded ) $A$
( $\mathbb{Z}_{2}$-grading )
$\triangle:Aarrow A\otimes A, \epsilon:Aarrow K$
















$\langle A_{1}\rangle$ $A_{1}$ $A$
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1.2.5. $V=V_{0}\oplus V_{1}$ , $V_{0},$ $V_{1}$ $m,$ $n$
:
$GL_{V}=$ $GL(m|n)$ :( ) $arrow$ ( )
$R \mapsto Aut_{R}^{\mathbb{Z}_{2}}(V\otimes R)$
$Aut_{R}^{\mathbb{Z}_{2}}(V\otimes R)$ $\mathbb{Z}_{2}$-grading $R$-
:
$rightarrow m$
$m\uparrow n\uparrow(\begin{array}{ll}X UW Y\end{array})=(\begin{array}{ll}x_{i}\cdot uuw_{kj} y_{k\ell}\end{array})\cdot$
:
$\mathcal{O}(GL_{V})=k[x_{ij}, y_{k\ell}, \det(X)^{-1}, \det(Y)^{-1}]\otimes\wedge(u_{i\ell}, w_{kj})$.
$\wedge(uu, w_{kj})$ $u_{i\ell},$ $w$
:
$\Delta(\begin{array}{ll}X UW Y\end{array})=(\begin{array}{ll}X UW Y\end{array})\otimes(\begin{array}{ll}X UW Y\end{array})$ $:=(\begin{array}{ll}X\otimes X+U\otimes W X\otimes U+U\otimes Y\prime W\otimes X+Y\otimes W W\otimes U+Y\otimes Y\end{array})$ ;
$\epsilon(\begin{array}{ll}X UW Y\end{array})=(\begin{array}{ll}I_{m} 00 I_{n}\end{array})=$ ( );










1.3.2 ([Wei] (2009)). $K$ $0$ $\mathfrak{G}$
$\mathfrak{G}$
$\prod_{r\geq 1}$ Spo $(1, 2r)^{r\iota_{r}}$ $\rtimes$ ( )
[Wei]









1977 B. Kostant [Kos2] ( ) Harish-
Chandra
( ) Harish-Chandra
E. G. Vishnyakova [Vis]
C. Carmeli, R. Fioresi [CF]







$G:=\mathfrak{G}_{rcs}$ ( ), $V:=($Lie $\mathfrak{G})_{1}$ ($G$- ).
Lie $\mathfrak{G}$
$[,$ $]$ : $V\cross Varrow$ Lie $G$
Harish-Chandra
$\mathfrak{G}$
$k$ char $k\neq 2^{1)}$ Harish-
Chandra :
2.2.1. $C$ $C$- $W$ $(C, W)$
Harish-Chandra $V:=W^{*}$ $[,$ $]$ : $V\cross Varrow$
$P(C^{o})$ :
(a) $[,$ $]$ : $V\otimes Varrow P(C^{o})$ $C$- ;
(b) $[u, v]=[v, u],$ $(u, v\in V)$ ;
(c) $v\triangleleft[v, v],$ $(v\in V)$ .
$V$ $C$- $v \mapsto\sum v_{(-1)}\otimes v_{(0)}\in C\otimes\grave{V}$ $V$
$a\in C^{o},$ $v\in V$ $v \triangleleft a:=\sum\langle a,$ $V_{(-1)\rangle v_{(0)}}$
2.2.2. Harish-Chandra $(C, W)$ $G:=$ SPC
Lie $G=P(C^{o})$ $C^{o}$
$C$ $([Swe,$ Chapter $VI])$ $P(C^{o})$ $C^{o}$ primitive
$\Delta(a)=a\otimes 1+1\otimes a (a\in C^{o})$
















1950 C. Chevalley ([Cl],
[C2], [C3] $)$ Chevalley (see [Hum,
Chapter VII], for example) :
(1) $\Delta$ $\mathfrak{g}$
$\rho$ : $\mathfrak{g}\hookrightarrow End_{\mathbb{C}}(V)$ $\rho$
$X$ $\mathbb{Z}\Delta$ ( ) $\subseteq X\subseteq\Lambda$ ( )
(2) $\mathfrak{g}$ $\mathbb{Z}$ Chevalley $\{X_{\alpha},$ $H_{i}|$
$\alpha\in\Delta,$ $1\leq i\leq P(:=\dim \mathfrak{h})\}$ admissible
$\rho(X_{\alpha})^{n}/n!(n\in \mathbb{N})$ $\mathbb{Z}$-form $M\subseteq V$
(3) $\rho(X_{\alpha})$ $t$ $\exp(t\rho(X_{\alpha}))$
$SL_{m}(\mathbb{Z}[t])$ ($m:=$ rank $M$)
(4) $k$ $t\in k$ $\exp(t\rho(X_{\alpha}))$ $M\otimes k$
$\exp(t\rho(X_{\alpha}))(\alpha\in\Delta, t\in k)$
$GL(M\otimes k)$ $k$ Chevalley








3.1.1 ([T3]). $X$ $X\otimes_{\mathbb{Z}}\mathbb{R}$ $\Delta$
$\mathbb{Z}\Delta\subseteq X\subseteq\Lambda$ $\mathcal{U}_{\mathbb{C}}(g)$ $\mathbb{Z}$-
:
$\mathcal{U}^{X}:=\langle\frac{X_{\alpha}^{n}}{n!}, (\begin{array}{l}Hm\end{array}) n, m\geq 0, \alpha\in\Delta, H\in X^{*}\rangle.$
$\Delta,$ $X$ $\mathbb{Z}$





$hy(G):=\bigcup_{n=1}^{\infty}(A/m^{n})^{*} (\subseteq A^{*})$ .
$G$ $m:=Ker(\epsilon:Aarrow k)$
$P(hy(G))=$ Lie $G$




3.2 $Che\vee a\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} Iey$














Chevalley ( ) $\mathbb{Z}$
Chevalley
Chevalley
[$J$ , Part II, Chapter 1]
Chevalley Lie’s third Theorem
:
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3.2.3. $K$ char $k\neq 2,3$ $\mathfrak{g}$
Chevalley $G$ $LieG=\mathfrak{g}$
4 $\mathbb{Z}$ Harish-Chandra







$G$ : Chevalley $W$ : $G$-
$G$ $J:=hy(G),$ $G$










$(a \triangleright<x)(bKy)=\sum ab_{(1)}\triangleright<(x\triangleleft b_{(2)})y.$




$S(a \ltimes x)=\sum S(a_{(1)})\otimes(S(x)\triangleleft a_{(2)})$ .
$\mathcal{H}(J, V)$
$I(J, V) :=\langle 1\triangleright<(uv+vu)-[u, v]\triangleright<1|u, v\in V\rangle$
$H(J, V):=\mathcal{H}(J, V)/I(J, V)$ :
4.1.1 $(cf. [Ma4,$ Theorem $3.9 (1)$ ]). $H(J, V)$
( )
:
4.1.2 $([Ma4,$ Lemma $3.11,$ Proposition $3.12])$ . $k$
$V$ $(\mathfrak{X}, \leq)$
$x_{1}x_{2}\cdots x_{n}, (x_{1}<x_{2}<\cdots<x_{n} in \mathfrak{X})$
$H(J, V)$ - -
:
$\phi_{\mathfrak{X}}:J\otimes\wedge(V)arrow^{\simeq\underline{}}H(J, V)$ .








$W$ “ “ $(W)$ (see [Ma4, \S 4.1]) $C$ “ “ 4) ;
$\mathcal{A}(C, W);=C\cross T_{c}(W)$





$W$ $C$- $w \mapsto\sum w_{(0)}\otimes w_{(1)}\in W\otimes C$
:
$S(c \nu<z)=\sum S(cz_{(1)})\otimes S(z_{(0)})$ .
( ) :
$\langle,$ $\rangle$ : $\mathcal{H}(J, V)\cross \mathcal{A}(C, W)$ $arrow$ $\mathbb{Z}$
$(a\triangleright<x, c\nu<z) \mapsto \langle a, c\rangle\langle x, z\rangle.$
$\mathcal{A}(C, W)$ ( )
$\hat{\mathcal{A}}(C, W);=\prod_{n=0}^{\infty}C\otimes T^{n}(W)$
“ “
$A(C, W) :=\{Z\in\hat{\mathcal{A}}(C, W)|\langle I(J, V), Z\rangle=0\}$
$C$ $\mathbb{Z}$- $C\subseteq J^{o}$ 5)
:
4.2.1 (cf. [Ma4, Lemma 4.20]). $( \hat{\mathcal{A}}(C, W)$ )
$A(C, W)$
6):
4.2.2. $\hat{\mathcal{A}}(C, W)\cong Hom_{J}(\mathcal{H}(J, V), C)$
$A(C, W)\cong Hom_{J}(H(J, V), C)$
“ ”
4.1.2 $\phi_{X}$ $A(C, W)\cong C\otimes\wedge(W)$
:
5 $)$ 3.1.1 $G$ Chevalley $C=J^{o}$
6 $)$ Koszul [Kosz]
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4.2.3 $(cf. [Ma4,$ Lemma $4.21])$ . $A(C, W)$ $\mathbb{Z}$




$G$ : Chevalley $W$ : $G$-
$J:=hy(G),$ $C:=\mathcal{O}(G),$ $V:=W^{*}$ $(C, W)$ Harish-
Chandra





$\mathfrak{g}_{0}$ Chevalley $G$ $\mathfrak{g}$ Chevalley
basis $(see [FG,$ Definition $3.3])$ $\mathfrak{g}$ $\mathbb{Z}$-form $\mathfrak{g}^{\mathbb{Z}}(=\mathfrak{g}_{0}^{\mathbb{Z}}\oplus \mathfrak{g}_{1}^{\mathbb{Z}})$
$V=\mathfrak{g}_{1}^{\mathbb{Z}}$





5.1.2. $[FGJ$ Chevalley Harish-Chandra
3.2.3
Chevalley
5.1.3. $K=\mathbb{Z}$ $k$ PID ( ) $2\in K$
zero-divisor 5.1.1









$M arrow M\otimes \mathcal{O}(G) arrow M$
$m \mapsto \sum m_{(0)}\otimes m_{(1)} \mapsto \sum m_{(0)}\langle a, m(1)\rangle$
$G$ hy $(G)$ -
5.2.1. hy(G)- $M$ $hy(G)-T$- $M$ $T$-
$T$ hy(T)- hy(G)- hy $(T)$
7):
5.2.2 $([J, Part II,$ Chapter $1.20], for$ example) . $\mathbb{Z}$ - $M$
$G$ - hy$(G)-T$-
3.1.1 :





5.2.4. $\mathbb{Z}$ - $M$




$k$ $PID$ $2\in k$ zero-divisor $k$
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(2) $G$ Chevalley ( ) $\mathfrak{G}$ - hy $(\mathfrak{G})-$
5.2.5. $K$ [BK] $K$
:
$Q(n)(R):=\{(\begin{array}{ll}S S’-S S\end{array})\in GL(n|n)(R)$ $S\in Mat_{n}(R_{0}),$ $S’\in Mat_{n}(R_{1})\}.$
$R=R_{0}\oplus R_{1}$ $K$ 5.1.3
Harish-Chandra 5.2.4
(1) [BK, Corollary 5.7]
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